1. INTRODUCTION

The peak winds near the surface are an important forecast element for space shuttle landings. As defined in the Flight Rules (FR), there are peak wind thresholds that cannot be exceeded in order to ensure the safety of the shuttle during landing operations. The National Weather Service Spaceflight Meteorology Group (SMG) is responsible for weather forecasts for all shuttle landings, and is required to issue surface average and 10-minute peak wind speed forecasts. They indicate peak winds are a challenging parameter to forecast. To alleviate the difficulty in making such wind forecasts, the Applied Meteorology Unit (AMU) developed a PC-based graphical user interface (GUI) for displaying peak wind climatology and probabilities of exceeding peak-wind thresholds for the Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF) at Kennedy Space Center (KSC; Lambert 2003). However, the shuttle occasionally may land at Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) in southern California when weather conditions at KSC in Florida are not acceptable, so SMG forecasters requested a similar tool be developed for EAFB.

1.1. KSC SLF Peak Wind Tool

The development of the KSC SLF tool was done in two phases. In Phase I (Lambert 2002), climatologies and probabilities of occurrence of the 5-minute peak winds were created for all towers in the KSC/Cape Canaveral Air Force Station network used for evaluating both Launch Commit Criteria (LCC) and FR. The results from Phase I were valuable to the 45th Weather Squadron in evaluating LCC; however, SMG uses a 10-minute peak from the SLF wind towers for evaluating the wind speed FR. Therefore, the goal of Phase II (Lambert 2003) was to re-calculate the climatologies and probabilities using a 10-minute peak wind for Towers 511, 512, and 513 at the SLF. The AMU also created a PC-based GUI for the forecasters to quickly display the desired information in an operational environment.

1.2. EAFB Peak Wind Tool

In 2004, Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) began work to replicate the KSC SLF tool using several wind towers on EAFB. They completed the analysis and quality control (QC) of the data, but did not develop the GUI due to higher priority work. Therefore, the AMU was tasked to create a GUI using the EAFB wind tower data that were already QC’ed and analyzed by MSFC personnel. The EAFB GUI was developed by modifying the code developed in Lambert (2003). The peak wind data were obtained for all months covering the period of record (POR) August 1997 – December 2004. Data from Towers 44, 220, 224 (adjacent to the EAFB main runway), and 350 at an elevation of 30 ft were collected in the POR. The locations of the wind towers in relation to the main runway are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A map showing the locations of the wind towers at EAFB that were used in this task. Background image taken from Google Earth.
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2. MSFC DATA

The data obtained from MSFC included 2-minute average wind speed and direction for all months in the POR from Towers 44, 220, 224, and 350. All observations were recorded at a height of 30 ft above the surface. Five and 10-minute peak wind speed and direction were included in the archived data set. The peak wind is defined as the maximum 1-second wind speed recorded by the instrument during a given amount of time. Even though the data were already processed and QC’ed by MSFC, the raw text files needed to be reformatted for input to Microsoft® Excel (hereafter Excel) as a first step towards creating the GUI. Therefore, the AMU developed a FORTRAN program in order to speed up this reformatting process and to ensure there were no issues with the data. Since SMG only uses a 10-minute peak from the EAFB wind towers in evaluating the FR, the 5-minute data were not included in development of the GUI, but are available to the user within the formatted Excel worksheets.

2.1. 10-Minute Peak Wind Climatology

For each of the towers and months, MSFC calculated average and peak wind climatologies and probabilities of peak wind occurrence based on the average speed. Both the climatology and probability data were stratified by tower number and month. The climatologies consisted of peak and average wind speed means and standard deviations stratified by hour, direction (10⁰ sectors), and direction (45⁰ sectors)/hour. The number of observations for each of the climatologies was also included in the MSFC calculations. The MSFC data stratifications are exactly the same as those created for the KSC SLF peak wind task. Further details and examples of the stratifications can be found in Lambert (2003).

2.2. 10-Minute Peak Wind Empirical Distributions

MSFC calculated empirical probabilities of meeting or exceeding a specific 10-minute peak wind speed based on a chosen 2-minute average wind speed. These probabilities assist SMG forecasters in evaluating the probability of peak wind thresholds violating the FR. The empirical distributions were created from the observed values in the form of probability density functions (PDFs). The empirical PDFs were calculated to display the observed distribution of 10-minute peak winds for each tower, month, and value of 2-minute average wind speed. The PDF is calculated by dividing the number of individual peak speed observations associated with an average speed by the total number of observations of the average speed. This produces a value that represents the fractional occurrence of each peak speed in the distribution. The sum of all the fractional numbers in the distribution is 1, and a graph of these fractional values is called the PDF.

The empirical PDF for the 2-minute average of 12 kts in March at Tower 224 is shown in Figure 2. The y-axis displays the fractional occurrence of the observed peak wind speed and the x-axis displays the various peak wind speeds observed during the POR. Note that the distribution is bounded on the left-hand-side at a 10-minute peak wind speed of 14 kts while a maximum fractional occurrence of 0.2 occurs at 17 kts and then decreases towards the right with increasing wind speeds. The maximum observed peak speed associated with a 2-minute of average of 12 kts was 33 kts. The empirical PDFs for all observed 2-minute wind speeds at Tower 224 in March are shown in Figure 3. For each of these observed distributions, MSFC calculated the probability of meeting or exceeding certain peak speeds by integrating the area under each curve from that chosen threshold to the maximum observed peak wind speed in each distribution.

2.3. 10-Minute Peak Wind Parametric Distributions

Based on previous work done in Lambert (2003), MSFC fit a modeled or parametric distribution to the observed peak wind speed data. This was done in order to smooth and interpolate over variations in the observed values due to possible under-sampling of certain peak winds and to estimate probabilities associated with average winds outside the observed range (Wilks 2006). The PDFs calculated by MSFC were asymmetrical (i.e. not Gaussian) and bounded on the left by the average wind speed with the tail of the distribution containing the higher peak wind speeds. MSFC determined that a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution fit the empirical distributions best.
Figure 2. The empirical PDF of the March 10-minute peak wind speed distribution for the 2-minute average speed of 12 kts for Tower 224. The values on the y-axis indicate a fractional value for each 10-minute peak wind speed in knots as shown on the x-axis.

Figure 3. All empirical PDFs of the March 10-minute peak wind speed distributions at Tower 224 associated with each 2-minute average wind speed, as shown by the legend on the right. The values on the y-axis indicate a fractional value of the PDF for each 10-minute peak wind speed in knots shown on the x-axis.
The PDF for the GEV distribution is given by:

\[ F(x) = \frac{1}{\sigma} \left[ 1 + \xi \left( \frac{x - \mu}{\sigma} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{\xi}} < 1 \]

where \( X \) is the variable of interest (in this case peak wind speed), \( \mu \) is the location parameter that determines where the origin will be located, \( \xi \) is the shape parameter that governs the tail behavior of the distribution, and \( \sigma \) is the scale parameter that determines the width or spread of the distribution. The estimated GEV PDFs for Tower 224 in March are shown in Figure 4. These parametric PDFs more likely represent the PDFs of the entire wind speed population since the empirical PDFs are bounded by the number of observations contained in the POR. Note that the estimated PDFs look very similar to the empirical PDFs shown in Figure 3, but appear smoother since they interpolate over variations in the observed data.

While reformating the data into the desired format, the AMU discovered several missing parametric peak wind distributions for certain mean speeds, towers and months, especially for Towers 224 and 350. Dr. Lee Burns at MSFC stated that the values were missing because they did not fit the GEV distribution well and were discarded. It is possible that, for those missing parametric peak speeds, no combination of parameters gave a theoretical fit to the empirical values or there were not enough observed values in the given POR. The AMU notified SMG about the missing values and they decided that it was beyond the scope of the current task to determine why those values were missing. Additionally, SMG recommended not including data from Tower 350 in the GUI since many of the missing parametric peak wind speeds were at that tower. Due to Tower 350's location well south of the main runway, SMG forecasters rarely use the data for evaluating the FR. For missing parametric values at the other three towers, missing data flags were inserted into the Excel worksheets to indicate data that did not fit the distribution used.

**Figure 4.** All empirical PDFs of the March 10-minute peak wind speed distributions at Tower 224 associated with each 2-minute average wind speed, as shown by the legend on the right. The values on the y-axis indicate a fractional value of the PDF for each 10-minute peak wind speed in knots shown on the x-axis.
3. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

The climatology and probability data described in Section 2 were imported into Excel PivotTables, as was done in Lambert (2002, 2003). The PivotTables allow the user to display the desired peak wind information in any stratification with point-click-drag techniques; however they can be cumbersome to manipulate and interpret in an operational environment. Therefore, similar to the KSC SLF tool, a PC-based GUI was developed for quick and efficient display of desired information.

The EAFB GUI was created by modifying the existing Microsoft® Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) code developed in Lambert (2003) and is run through a macro contained in Excel. The VBA code is an object-based, or event driven, code built directly into the Microsoft® Office suite. This allows the flexibility of coding applications specific to Excel so data can be pulled directly from the PivotTables. The GUI was designed to look and operate exactly the same as the KSC SLF tool since SMG forecasters were already familiar with that product.

3.1. Input GUI

The input GUI is opened through the macro named Get_EAFBwinds within Excel. The macro can be opened, run, and edited from an Excel window (Figure 5) or it can be run from a Microsoft® Windows shortcut key (Ctrl + w). The shortcut key allows the user to access the application easily in a fast-paced operational environment. Once the macro is executed, an input window is displayed on the screen where the user can click the Climatology (Figure 6) or Probability tab (Figure 7). On both tabs, the user can select the tower and month for the requested climatology or probability from Towers 44, 220, and 224 for all 12 months via drop-down lists.

3.2. Requested Climatology GUI

On the Climatology tab, the user selects to output an hourly, directional, or directional/hourly stratification for the chosen tower and month. After the choices are made, the user clicks the “Get Climatology...” button and a separate output form will display the requested wind climatologies (Figure 8).
For each of the requested climatology stratifications, the output window is identical except for minor differences in the “Stratification” and “Wind Statistics” sections. Figure 8 illustrates the hourly peak wind climatology for 0400 UTC in the POR 1997-2004 at Tower 224 for March. A summary of the selected tower number and height, month, and stratification method is displayed at the top of the window. Note that in the stratification section the “Hourly” label is highlighted to indicate the user has selected the hourly climatology. The statistics section of the window displays the mean, standard deviation, and number of observations for the peak and average wind speeds for the desired tower and month. The “Choose Another Analysis” button allows the user to return to the main input GUI. The text notification box on the bottom is intended to remind the user the displayed values are based on data taken from the POR 1997-2004 and are not necessarily indicative of future peak winds.

The output window in Figure 9 is the result of choosing the directional climatology. In this example it shows the peak wind climatology for all observed winds between 241-250° in the POR 1997-2004 at Tower 224 for March. In the stratification section the “Direction” label is highlighted to indicate the user has selected a directional climatology, while the “Hour” label is grayed-out. The “Wind Statistics” section includes the same statistics as the hourly climatology.

An example of choosing the directional/hourly climatology is shown in Figure 10. It shows the 2-minute average and 10-minute peak wind climatology for 0400 UTC and from a direction between 226-270° for Tower 224 during March. Note the wind directions are stratified by 45° bins as opposed to the 10° bins for the direction-only climatology. The compounded stratifications by both hour and direction in 10° bins reduced the sample sizes such that the resulting statistics were not reliable. The use of 45° bins resulted in appropriate sample sizes. The top of the window displays the same information as the previous climatology output windows. In the “Stratification”
section the "Hour" and "Direction" labels are both highlighted to indicate the user has selected the directional/hourly climatology. The "Wind Statistics" section includes the means and standard deviations of the 10-minute peak and 2-minute average wind; however the observation counts boxes (compare Figure 9 to Figure 10) are replaced by the percent of total observations in the hour boxes. These boxes display the percentage of chosen winds from that direction observed during the hour. In the example displayed in Figure 10, at 0400 UTC during March, 42% (41.3%) of the total mean 2-minute average (10-minute peak) observations were out of the west-southwest. This stratification helps forecasters determine the predominant wind regime for the various towers and months. There are eight directional sectors in this stratification. If the observations were evenly distributed, 12.5% of the observations would be in each sector. That just slightly less than 50% of the observations are from the west-southwest sector indicates this is a common wind direction for March at 0400 UTC.

Figure 10. Similar to Figures 8 and 9 except for the directional/hourly stratification. Instead of Count, the third column in the "Wind Statistics" section shows the percent of total observations in the direction and the hour bin.

3.3. Requested Probability GUI

The Probability tab (Figure 7) is similar to the Climatology tab except the user can choose to output empirical or parametric probabilities of exceeding certain 10-minute peak wind thresholds for a given tower, month, and 2-minute average wind speed. The empirical drop-down list contains all 2-minute average wind speeds observed for that selected month and tower, whereas the modeled drop-down list includes the 2-minute wind speeds fit to the GEV distribution model described in Section 2. Once the user has made the selections, clicking the "Get Probabilities..." button will display a separate form with the requested peak wind speeds and their probabilities of occurrence (Figure 11). The VBA code populates the output forms with the information contained in the PivotTables.

SMG forecasters state that the probability of exceeding certain peak wind thresholds is the most important information contained in the GUI since it is used directly for assessing the FR. The example in Figure 11 shows the empirical probabilities of meeting or exceeding a range of peak wind speeds when the 2-minute average wind speed is 10 kts for Tower 224 during March. A similar window is displayed when the user requests the modeled distribution. The distribution type (empirical or modeled) is displayed at the top of the window. The tower number, height, month, and selected 2-minute average wind speed are shown just below the distribution type.

The "Peaks and Probabilities" section contains three rows. The first row contains the first 12 peak wind speeds associated with the chosen empirical or modeled average 2-minute wind speed shown at the top of Figure 11. The second row contains the empirical or modeled probabilities in percent of meeting or exceeding each peak wind speed; and the last row contains the probability of occurrence in percent for each individual peak wind speed. The probability values in the second row were calculated by summing over each PDF value (shown in the third line) to the right tail of the distribution. The values shown in the probability section are rounded to the nearest integer. The number of "Peaks and Probabilities" boxes displayed in the GUI is the result of a FR that defines a violation when the peak speed is 11 kts or greater than the average speed. Displaying the first 12 values in the range ensures that the probabilities for the peak speeds in question will be displayed. The letters "N/A" are displayed in the probability boxes where empirical data were not observed during the POR or, in the case of modeled data, did not fit the GEV distribution. The "Retrieve Another Probability Range" button allows the user to go back to the main input GUI in order to choose another analysis or close the GUI.
4. SUMMARY

The goal of this task was to develop a GUI using EAFB wind tower data similar to the KSC SLF peak wind tool that is already used in operations at SMG. In 2004, MSFC personnel began work to replicate the KSC SLF tool using several wind towers at EAFB. They completed the analysis and QC of the data, but due to higher priority work did not develop the GUI. MSFC personnel calculated wind climatologies and probabilities of 10-minute peak wind occurrence based on the 2-minute average wind speed for several EAFB wind towers. Once the data were QC'ed and analyzed, the climatologies were calculated following the methodology outlined in Lambert (2003). The data were stratified by tower and month, and then further stratified into three groups by hour, direction (10° sectors), and direction (45° sectors)/hour before calculating the values. For all climatologies, MSFC calculated the mean, standard deviation and observation counts of the 2-minute average and 10-minute peak wind speeds.

MSFC personnel also calculated empirical and modeled probabilities of meeting or exceeding specific 10-minute peak wind speeds using PDFs. The empirical PDFs were asymmetrical and bounded on the left by the 2-minute average wind speed. They calculated the parametric PDFs by fitting the GEV distribution to the empirical distributions. Parametric PDFs were calculated in order to smooth and interpolate over variations in the observed values due to possible undersampling of certain peak winds and to estimate probabilities associated with average winds outside the observed range. MSFC calculated the individual probabilities of meeting or exceeding specific 10-minute peak wind speeds by integrating the area under each curve. The probabilities assist SMG forecasters in assessing the shuttle FR for various 2-minute average wind speeds.

The AMU obtained the processed EAFB data from Dr. Lee Burns of MSFC and reformatted them for input to Excel PivotTables, which allow users to display different values with point-click-drag techniques. The GUI was created from the PivotTables using VBA code. It is run through a macro within Excel and allows forecasters to quickly display and interpret peak wind climatology and probabilities in a fast-paced operational environment. The GUI was designed to look and operate exactly the same as the KSC SLF tool since SMG forecasters were already familiar with that product. SMG feedback was continually incorporated into the GUI ensuring the end product met their needs. The final version of the GUI along with all climatologies, PDFs, and probabilities has been delivered to SMG and will be put into operational use.

Figure 11. Requested empirical probabilities output GUI. The requested distribution, tower number and height, month, and 2-minute average wind speed are displayed at the top. The probabilities for 12 peak wind speeds are displayed in the "Peaks and Probabilities" section.
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